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38 depending upon related subjects. According to Crystal and Davy, Graphology discusses complete writing system of language such as punctuation marks and paragraphing as well as shaping. Graphology further contains foregrounding of use of all language patterns including quotation marks, periods, hyphens, ellipses, special structure, the full stop, contracted forms, the coma, the colon, the question marks, the semicolon, lowercase letters, capitalization, the dash, italics, small print spacing etc. 4) Grammatical level: this study both syntactic and morphological level. The main purpose is to evaluate the internal structure of the sentences in a language. These sentences function and tells about sequences of structure of the words in the sentences, various clauses, function of phrases, words, nouns, verbs etc. this needs to be categorized and lay through comprehensive analysis to unfold foregrounding and deviation within it. 5) Lexical level: This level focuses on everything that comes under the umbrella of words categories. This has been categorized into two different domains like close class words: this comprises very small group of words including determiners, conjunctions, prepositions, pronouns, etc., these all words categories fall in close class words.
Another category is open class words in which nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs fall. There are some other features that are part of lexical level, as synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms, figures of speech, ellipses and so on.
Important characteristics of Faiz's poetry 1) Romance
Faiz is the most famous poet of his generation, particularly of Urdu literature and generally of world literature. Faiz is read by all sorts of readers and graph of his popularity stays stable and grows as times passes and as critics studies him in depth. Love is recurring and most excited theme and characteristics of his poetry which hangs around him and makes him so strong in every path of his life. The peculiarity of poems and ghazals is this that if a poem or ghazal begins from love or longing for beloved then it will definitely lead poem or ghazal to define helplessness of poor and will raise voice for rights of the poor as lines from one poem,
"Every pathway leads to the door of your love;
Every word of desire: the sound of your footsteps. It is neither the punishment of events, nor the tyranny of adversaries: This tyranny, we have inflicted ourselves on our poor untamed heart. We are trapped in the prison of the longing for our beloved;
We wear neither handcuff, nor are shackled".
This depicts how Faiz longs for love even the punishment, adversaries, prison, they do not shake his confidence and his poetry and poem continues in such harsh conditions to appeal for some cause, for some commitment, for some purpose. For some freedom, for some ideal to achieve. When the parameters and principles of love turns from personal to social cause then it leaves readers to know that how much conscious poet Faiz is because that diversion is not unintentional but intentional and there is something huge in it that makes Faiz poet of the world not of a nation. Poetry of Faiz is what he says directly through words on the surface but there is hidden meaning behind all those words which are needed to be exposed then one can understand the greatness of Faiz, as Merleau-Ponty points out,
"But what if language speaks as much by what is between words as by the words themselves? As much what it 'does not say' as by what it 'says'!"
2) Revolution Faiz is not poet of his nation but there is universal appeal in his poetry and his poetry is very much rooted in the struggle of the world order. His poetry took him all over the world and much has been written and said about Faiz so far and work is still in progress to unfold Faiz completely. There is social protest, revolutionary zeal, standing against 39 repression, exploitation of underprivileged class, struggle of poor, fight for equality, such are multi-dimensions of his revolutionary poetry that Faiz undertakes in his hands make them so much effective that everybody associates themselves with his poetry. This ideology and ideological project directly unravel his intention and conscious act of Faiz to speak for those whose voices are suppressed violently. The judgment of Faiẓ friend Sajjād Zahīr in this matter might appear to be set a tone today, but it is nevertheless true:
"the values represented by the poet are the same as the values of all progressive humanity of today. But Faiẓ has adopted them so well that they neither appear distinct from the best traditions of our civilization and culture, nor is the individuality of the poet, his soft, sweet, and lyrical style divorced from them" (1984, 1983) What Vasilieva tells us about the story of Faiz. She portrays life of Faiz within the domain of intellectual fluxes on which life of Faiz is modeled and his revolutionary ideas put forward towards struggle of colonialism, fascination of Marxism, union with progressive writers' movement and fight of the left in Pakistan in the malicious context of the cold war.
Art has no boundary and artist is the ambassador of all those people who longs for help and its duty of artist to answer them where ever they belong to or from but an artist has to be universal and cure world with their art. Faiz has all those capabilities to listen all those voices and answer them with his art. This is the reason he is not local, regional, national, but an international poet. In his own words, "as a writer or artist, even though I run no state and command no power, I am entitled to feel that I am my brother's keeper and my brother is the whole of mankind. And this is the relevance to me of Peace, of freedom, of detente and the elimination of the nuclear menace. But out of this vast brotherhood, the nearest to me and the dearest are the insulted and the humiliated, the homeless and the disinherited, the poor, the hungry and the sick at heart. And this is the relevance to me of Palestine, of South Africa, of Namibia, of Chile, of my own people and people like mine".
3) Socialism Concept of socialism is propounded by Karl Marx which can be defined as a set of political-historical and economic theories that directs social change through class struggle. The age in which Faiz began to write his poetry was an age social upheaval, political hegemony and economical differences, most importantly economical structure endorsed and divided the masses into class system. Such conditions laid Faiz to write his first political poem "Mujh se Pehle si Mohabbat Mere Mehboob na Maang" (Don't Ask for More Love), in which he kept his agony of personal love and longing aside and addressed very serious and bigger issues like pain and miseries of the masses. Faiz soon realized that it's just to get freedom from British rule that will lead country to run on smooth track but qualitative change in socio-political system lied in smooth treatment and distribution of goods and services within a country. The lines from his celebrated poem "Subh-e-Azadi" Dawn of Freedom mirrors disillusionment of the poet with the long walk of freedom and liberty from ruling class. "This discolored light, this night-bitten dawn/This is not the dawn we rested for" (Kamal and Hasan 102).
In post-independence era, Faiz held the basis of his poetry to give poetic voices for powerless masses of the society and to triumph over the ruling class who suppress oppressed class pitilessly. This faith and worry for people held Faiz and his pen to stand up and voiceless voices of oppressed class must be heard from far and wide. This is the reason that Dr Siddiqui calls Faiz: Dard aur Darmaan ka Shair (Faiz Ahmed Faiz: Poet of Pain and Cure) envisages Faiz as "the poet of pain and cure: theory and practice" (2011: 10).
Themes of the poem There are four main themes of the poem "Raqeeb Se, To the Rival" 1) Imagination of the poet 2) Beloved's beauty 3) Empathy for oppressed class 4) Pain Imagination of the poet Imagination plays a vital role for any poet to compose his or her poetry. All the English Romantic poets equally use and share imagination in their poetry with various definitions like Coleridge focuses on "Secondary imagination of the poet", Wordsworth imagination in his "recollection of emotions and thoughts in tranquility", According to Blake: "We do not want either Greek or Roman models if we are but just and true to our own imaginations", Keats "imagination is in his availability of beauty in everything". Faiz's imagination is reflecting from his memory of beloved's beauty like "memories of that fair one twine" "fairies nursery" , these are some of the lines that discloses poets power of imagination and this continues throughout the poem. When imagination of poet reaches at its peak then poet "let the world go by", this shows how poet disconnects from his real world for the sake of attaching himself with his beloved in his imagination.
Beloved's Beauty
It's not a coincidence with Faiz when it comes to poetry that revolves around his imaginative beloved because Faiz has got so much strong connection with his characters in poetry. In the same flow, Faiz has struck with his beloved's beautiful characteristics and discuss them in the beginning of the poem that leads further Faiz to amalgamate himself with pains of those who are suppressed, exploited, tortured and killed and left alone and thrown in the corner. Lines from poem like "her youth time deigned to tread". More lines, "you who have known that cheek, those lips, that brow under whose spell I fleeted life away, you whom the dreamy magic of those eyes has touched, can tell where my years ran astray". From Such description of beauty one can predict that how Faiz carries his poetic vision and connects it with harsh realities of that age.
Empathy for oppressed class one of the most recurring themes of Faiz's poetry is empathy for the oppressed class. This makes Faiz the poet of all those who have been under pressure and degraded by society. The war of have and have is clearly evident in Faiz's poetry. The war that started with contradiction of two cold ideologies capitalism and socialism. On the one hand, capitalism engenders the idea of class system, making class distinction in which few enjoys everything and rest of the world at bay; on the hand socialism that inculcates the idea of equality and distribution of everything would be done on merit and intellectual basis. Faiz supported Socialism because he believes in equality, liberty, and absolute freedom of masses. In this poem, same ideology has been unfolded like lines from poem, "I learned of misery, helplessness, despair, I learned to be the friend of suffering creatures, I came to know the torment of oppressed, The truth of sobbing breath and livid features".
Faiz's personal love and romance teaches him some lessons about misery and helplessness of poor class who are struggling and fighting for their survival.
Pain
Faiz is at his best when he mingles and shares others pain. This is the stage where any writer climbs top the hill because he or she realizes that pain people go through and takes it as his or her own pain. Faiz is so sensitive poet in this regard that through his poetry, he consoles, adores and cures internal and external pain of the oppressed. Few lines from the poem where Faiz mourns and his heart leaps up,
"When laborer's flesh is sold in chaffering street, Or pavements run with poor men's blood, a flame
That lurks inside me blazes up beyond All power quenching; do not ask its name".
Materials and Methods
This part will discuss stylistics analysis of the poem "Raqeeb Se, To the Rival by Faiz Ahmed Faiz". in this regard the syntactic patterns and choices, phonological, graphological, morphological levels of analysis are going to formulate the basis of analysis in this study. What's up with the title?
"Raqeeb Se", is a one-of a great lyric poem written by Faiz Ahmed Faiz which is addressed by a man to another, who was in love with the same woman. "Raqeeb Se", seems more romantic lyric poem in the early part in which poet recalls his memories and time that he spent in thinking about his beloved and her beauty and later part reminds us about Faiz's empathy and understanding of the oppressed class. This poem is everlasting acrimony between the lovers of same person and then turned it into a relationship of sympathy and awareness of pain of oppressed class of the society as a whole.
"Raqeeb Se, To the rival" as a Lyrical Poem
We can say that this poem is lyrical because it is fairly a short and consists thirty-two lines; total eight stanzas and each stanza contains four lines. The poet expresses his feelings and emotions to his rival in the first part of the poem and then turns from his subjectivity to the objective world where injustice is going on. All these are the qualities of a lyrical poem.
Graphological level a)
There is a division of stanzas. b) The poem is a whole written as a lyrical. c) The poem is rich in imagery. d) There is a usual capitalization. e) We can see the punctuation marks in the poem For example: Full stop, Comma, Colon, Semi-Colon, Hyphen, Sign of question mark is used in the poem. pride, beauty, pageant, dress, roof, cheek, brow, counting, misery, helplessness, despair, torment, truth, friendless, crouch, wail, flesh, blood, flame, power, You, my, your, her, I, whom, who, me, their, it Time, youth, life, magic, anguish, friend, vulture, morsel, poor, name, Wives, world, feet, paths, eyes, breezes, nights. Pangs, lips, years, gifts, creatures, features, tears, opinions, laborers, streets, pavements, men, Perfume, moonlight, spell, love, passion, Table 2 Grammatical level
Lexical level

Verb
Gerund Adjective Adverb Round, made, caught, called, go by, tread, drunk, passed, gazed, have, played, hang, rained, known, fleeted away, touched, tell, ran, bring, earned, speak of, cost, learned, be, came, know, grow, snatch, hold, sold, run, lurk, blaze up, Worshipping, darling, fading, sobbing, trickling, hovering, chaffering, quenching, Fair, twine, busy, old, familiar, deigned. Unsatisfied, still, haunted, long-done, bygone, dreamy, such, keen, through, suffering, oppressed, livid, cold, broad 
Grammatical level
Use of punctuation marks, and use of question marks and question mark is only used once in a poem in 5 th stanza in which poet tells about what he has learned and lost in that love. Such philosophy of love cannot be calculated and counted and told because it is beyond explanation; it is such passion that opens gate for poet see world and its cruel attitude and behavior that exists among masses. Use of semi colon: semi colon is used where poet reveals that how that how those darling breezes play with her beauty in which her fading perfume or scent of her dress still swings around. Moreover, poet displays what he has learnt out of that divine love which cannot told in words and spoken through discourse. Use of full stop: poet uses full stop six time in a poem. Each full stop shows completion of stanzas. 1) Firstly, poet describes his memories are linked with beauty of his beloved and his heart turned into fairy house and whose attachment made him to forget the world and its charm. 2) Secondly, poet continues to beautify beauty of his beloved and still remembered those paths on which her intoxicated youth walked and these eyes worshipped profitlessly. 3) Thirdly, poet continues to praise his beloved now darling breezes played with fading perfume of her dress which still hangs around. That scent rains at me from night of moon and in which the pain of bygone remains. 4) Fourthly, poet now explains his own experience of attachment and asking that have you ever seen that forehead, that cheek, that lips in whose contemplation I squandered my existence. Question continues that have ever experienced the shower of those magical eyes in whose imagination I lost my life. This stanza is quite philosophical in which imagination of poet at its peak. 5) Fifthly, poet now turns from praising his beloved to his learning out of that relationship. His love teaches him various lessons like to understand meaning of despair, frustration, helplessness, affliction, suffering of the oppressed class and also protection of those poor people who are struggling for their survival in the society. 6) Finally, poet shows his pain and explains the worst condition of those masses whose tears fall asleep in their eyes without shading them on earth and eagles spreading their wings to catch those morsels which are in their hands for eating. Here eagle indicates those aristocratic class who do not want to see poor people happy and snatch their fundamental rights. Such philosophy of Faiz is clear like crystal in his poetry.
Phonological level
The poem consists thirty-two lines with following rhyme scheme. ABABCDCDDCECFGCGHDADICDCJDCDCKDK. There are rhyming words in the poem and these are following, Paths, eyes, hangs, pangs, creatures, features, Pride, unsatisfied, earned, learned, cold, hold, Away, astray, Flame, name. Schemes and troops in the poem "Raqeeb Se, To the Rival"
Schemes and troupes are figure of speech used to create a specific style of writing. Tropes: Tropes are figures of speech carrying meaning different from their literal meanings. In the poem words like "spell", gives meaning of in whose contemplation; "years", reflects wasted life; "vulture, indicates aristocratic class who hovers to snatch the morsels from mouth of poor; "crouch and wail" shows helpless people who can raise their voices and their voices are being folded by powerful ones; flesh gives the meaning of blood of needy people who are being continuously abused and exploited. Scheme: Schemes are figures of speech that focus on letters, word order, syntax and sounds rather than meaning of the words. Anaphora: Scheme in which the same words or phrases is repeated at the beginning of successive, clauses or sentences. For example, a) I learned of misery, helplessness, despair, b) I learned to be the friend of suffering creatures, c) I came to know the torment of the oppressed, d) The truth of sobbing breath and livid creatures. The word "I" is anaphora in the poem. 43 Antithesis: A scheme in which contrasting words, phrases, sentences or ideas are used for emphasis. For example: love and anguish. Metaphor: A troop in which a word or phrase is transfused from its literal meaning to stand for something else. A metaphor compares two objects or things without using the words like "like" or "as". For Example: busy age, an old wives' tale, fading perfume etc. Simile: A troop in which comparison is introduced by using the words "like" or "as". "Like". For instance: while as her beauty's pageant passed means caravans of charms have passed. Such gifts as love and love's anguish bring, shows partnership of theirs and pain that evokes from that partnership. Symbol: An object that stands for points to and shares in a significant reality over and beyond it. For Example: in the poem, poet symbolizes "that cheek, those lips, that brow with sublime beauty of his beloved under whose contemplation life of poet wasted nowhere. Moreover, poet symbolizes "trickling tears", with pain and afflictions of those poor people who do not shed tears but they die in their eyes. Imagery: It is an author's use of vivid and descriptive language to add depth to their work. It appeals to human senses to deepen the reader's understanding of the work. In the poem, poet uses words like "misery, helplessness, despair, suffering creatures, torment of the oppressed, sobbing breath and livid creatures, laborers flesh and poor men's blood. These all words appeal directly to human senses to understand the condition of such people in the society. Tone: Tone is the poet's attitude towards his or her subject or readers. It is similar to tone of voice but should not confused with mood or atmosphere. An author's tone might be sarcastic, sincere, humorous, melancholic, happy, sad, romantic etc. in this poem the authors poem is romantic and sad.
Diction
The word choices made by a writer can be described as a) Formal b) Semiformal c) Ornate d) Informal e) Technical f) Slang Faiz's diction is traditional, formal and realistic.
Atmosphere
The overall feeling of a work which is related to tone and mood. In this poem everything here is simple, direct and clear. The poem is pervaded throughout by romantic and sympathetic mood, and of intolerable condition of poor people.
Conclusion
The study brings forth Raqeeb Say as a poem classic which has been analyzed on different stylistic levels and found to be the harmonious amalgamation of thought, feelings and style. As the poem is reflective in nature, the overall atmosphere of the poem is grim and sad. Faiz swiftly slithers down from his beloved to the capitalist culture where the proletariat class has constantly been snatched and robbed off at the hands of bourgeoisie. The study unearthed the fact that pain inflicted by the beloved to the poet becomes a ladder for Faiz to feel of the miseries and wretchedness of the poor. Faiz has fabricated a grim yet astonishingly vivid imagery where the poet is deprived of his beloved so are the poor deprived of food and shelter. The poem has an intricate web of simile, metaphor, antithesis and several other figures of speech which makes the poem stylistically strong and apt.
